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Editorial

Welcome to the last of our newsletters for this year. 
 We hope you have had a great year.  
We have seen some changes in the Library
including a new colleague and new library
management system which has automatic
renewals for books and the amount of books you
can borrow at once has gone up to 16!  A lot more
libraries have joined the system so we have more
options where to borrow books from if we don't
have the one you are after.  
Speaking of new colleagues - we now have a new
Library Manager at our Warwick branch who will be
starting next year.
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Knowvember

In November we did a big promotion about
KnowledgeShare - our current awareness service,

which allows us to:
 Manage requests for evidence searches and share

the results of searches more widely.
 Run information skills teaching sessions and give

participants the opportunity to book, cancel
bookings, download course materials and generate

certificates of attendance.
 Provide regular, targeted, personalised evidence

updates to staff, based on your specific professional
interests. Subject-specific bulletins can also be

produced.
 Report on searching, teaching and provision of

evidence updates.
 

A PowerPoint presentation was created to be
displayed on the GETEC plasma screens so that

people in the foyer could see.  
There were also posters and our library tree display.
Our colleagues had stalls in the Outpatient dept at

Warwick hospital and we had a stall at the entrance to
the restaurant.



The Library Tree at
George Eliot

Caroline and Rayanne at
Warwick



Training dates





 

We hope you liked our newsletter and found it
useful.

That just leaves us to say have a Happy Christmas if
you celebrate it and a joyous New Year.  

We will see you all in 2023!


